HANAFUDA, HAWAII STYLE (ADVANCED LEVEL)
Hanafuda is a game of both chance and skill. In the Novice level, the player who has
the highest number of points wins. Chance plays a larger role in the novice game.
In the Advanced level, players lose 50 points when their opponents combine three card
combinations called yaku. Even if a player has the most points, he may still lose if his
opponent has a yaku. Capturing the yaku cards requires skill, as well as luck.
I. The instruction booklet provides many cues to help players learn the yaku
combinations.
• All eight yaku combinations are on the back of the box and the booklet. This is a
handy reference for players.
• Yaku combinations can be found by matching the hiragana symbols on the bottom
of the cards.
II. The November (Willow) and December (Paulownia) suits are not used to make any
yaku.
III. Two yaku use two 20-point cards plus one 5-point card.
IV. Three yaku use only 10-point banner cards.
V. Three yaku use only 5-point cards.
VI. Four cards are especially valuable cards. They are each used in two different yaku
combinations. They are easy to recognize because they have two hiragana symbols
at the bottom of the card, one in each corner. They are:
• 20-point Cherry Blossom (March)
• 5-point Bush Clover with Pig (July)
• 5-point Chrysanthemum w/ Sake Cup (September)
• 5-point Maple with Deer (October)

Exercise for Yaku Recognition & Capture Strategy
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1. Leave out the November and December suits.
2. Set up the cards, face up, following the diagram on the next page.
3. Deal the rest of the no-point cards equally to all the players.
4. Players take turns in counter-clockwise order to capture a card.
5. They replace the card they capture from the table with their matching no-point
card.

!
The players will learn the order in which to capture the cards and how to block
their opponentsʼ moves by studying the eight yaku combinations on the diagram, and
playing the game.

HANAFUDA, HAWAII STYLE (ADVANCED LEVEL)
Learning the Eight Yaku Combinations

